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HYDRAULIC MODELING FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PLANNING

by

Stephen E. Davis, P.E.
Tucson Water

ABSTRACT

The Tucson Water Department has developed a long -range water master plan utiliz-
ing a computerized hydraulic modeling system from which to determine size and phasing
of major water capital improvements. Alternative water sources and amounts were mod-
eled under a fifty -year peak demand condition. Nodal pressure, pipeline headloss, and
reservoir drawdown results were evaluated against pre -set standards to determine the
optimal solution to the supply- demand balance.

A mid -range demand condition for 1990 was modeled subsequent to the modeling of
the 2030 planning horizon to incorporate a major domestic water source change. Sizing
of new facilities will he based upon the long -range solution. Phasing of capital im-
provements will he based upon existing system deficiencies, rate and spatial distri-
bution of growth, delivery date of new imported surface supply, and the availability
of funds for water project construction.

INTRODUCTION

The City of Tucson water system was purchased from private owners on July 24.
1900, for 5110,000. The original City of Tucson Water Works consisted of 11 wells,
one pumping plant, a redwood flume, cast iron mains, and 625 customers paving an aver-
age of 42.110 per month. During World liar 11, residential growth exceeded growth of
the city limits, resulting in the development of large numbers of privately -owned
water companies serving individual subdivisions. A systematic purchase of these com-
panies and an aggressive annexation program resulted in growth or the City Water Uti-
lity to 57,1100 accounts by 1963.

Today the City provides water to 4511,0011 people through 122,000 active metered
services both inside and outside the corporate limits. Tucson hater operates a series
of l' small, isolated water systems, and a large, integrated central system. The sole
source of supply is pumped groundwater from 200 active wells having Pumping levels
ranging from 50 to 5011 feet. Water is pumped via 135 booster stations to fourteen
pressure zones having elevation differences of 105 feet each. Because of the large
number of wells and service elevation difference the system is very energy intensive
with the annual 53 million energy cost approaching 25 percent of the total operation
and maintenance budget.

In 1971. Tucson Water purchased an efficient computer program for the solution of
steady state flows in water networks to assist in the analysis of deficiencies in its
complex water system. Basic features include:

a. 'the use of Newton's method for solving a system of simultaneous
nonlinear equations:

h. .1 loop- oriented ne'twor'k to reduce the number of equations to he solved;

c. Automatic loop numbering that produces a handed symmetric matrix with
conseq,la'ent reduction in computer memory requirements; and

d. The requirement of a minimum amount of input data 1Lpp and Fowler 19701."

Technical staff of the utility have been compiling extensive data bases on the
Pity's 1101 3"0 /IIR computer for Ilse' by the Epp- Fowler program in selective modeling of
any desired subsystem of the Tucson Water service area. l'he ultimate goal is to
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utilize data logging,Epp- Fowler results, and decision -making criteria to operate water
system facilities in real time such that costs are minimized and efficiency is opti-
mized. Although this goal has not yet been attained, a primary benefit has been to
utilize the analytical tool to investigate system deficiencies under future projected
critical demand conditions and make recommendations on sizing and phasing of specific
capital improvements.

THE MODELING PROCESS

Input data to the Epp -Fowler program include pipe diameters, lengths, roughness
coefficients, demands at nodes, elevations of nodes, reservoir elevations, pump char-
acteristics, and pressure reducing valve characteristics. A different set of data is
required for each desired demand condition, although physical information such as pipe
and node characteristics need only be expanded or modified to accommodate growth and
changes in location and quantity of water supply. The most critical input data is the
magnitude and spatial distribution of water demand.

The necessary first step toward achieving credibility of model results is cali-
bration. A peak day demand condition utilizing known well production for the summer
of 1979 was modeled for a skeletal version of the major transmission and distribution
pipelines in the central water system. This model contained 281 nodes and 316 pipe-
lines. A skeletal system was utilized to save data input and computer calculation
time with little sacrifice of accuracy. The 3500 total number of pipelines in the
Tucson Water system approximating 2500 miles of mains were reduced in number by ninety
percent. Calculated pressures at nodes were compared with actual measured system
pressures at specific key locations. Numerous trials were required to achieve the
high degree of accuracy desired.

The second step was to model the projected 1980 supply /demand condition for the
peak day utilizing the 1979 skeletal transmission system plus any major improvements
to be constructed prior to the 1980 peak demand period. A typical output of pipeline
and nodal information is shown below:

Pipe Nodes Length Diameter Flow Headloss HL /1000

1

2

3

1 2 5925
2 3 5800
3 4 3165

42 13.67984 2.94340 0.49678
42 15.80184 3 76323 0.64883
42 17.96184 2.60343 0.82257

Node Elevation Demand HGL Pressure

1 2455 , -13.6811 2709.68335 110.25253
2 2438 - 2.122 2706.73999 116.33766

3 2425 - 2.160 2702.97681 120.33629

4 2425 0.015 2700.37354 119.20934

S 2494 0.164 2685.44653 82.87729

Units of flow and demand are million gallons per day, units of headloss are feet and

units of pressure are pounds per square inch. Negative demands at nodes indicate
sources of supply. Calculated computer results are compared against preset criteria
for pipeline, booster, and reservoir sizing and hydraulic gradelines. Any deficien-
cies identified in the 1980 demand condition became top priority improvements for the
current fiscal year.

The third step was to determine the size and location of major pipeline, booster
and storage facilities required to meet the projected fifty -year water supply and
demand configuration. The demand configuration has determined by ilisaggregating offi-
cial county population and land use projections for 2030 to nodes and multiplying by
per capita and per commercial /industrial acre water use factors. l'or the Tucson ser-
vice area average use projections are 105 gallons per person per day and 1300 gallons
per acre per day. Peak day demand conditions were evaluated by multiplying average
values by two. 'l'he supply configuration was determined by assigning projected well
capacity to individual nodes and meeting the balance of the demand with imported
Central Arizona Project (CAI') water assigned at various alternative treatment plant
locations. The resultant long -range concept consisted of a model of 11(1 pipes and 377

nodes.

The fourth step was to analyze the skeletal system for 1080 utilizing 1900 pro-
jected peak demands and a combination of well supply and Central Arizona Project waiter
anticipated to he available to the Tucson area in 1937. Major large, costly capital
improvements were identified to enable 'Tucson Water to utilize CAP water. This was
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due to the change from full reliance on a large number of small water sources (wells)
distributed throughout the service area to reliance on a combination of CAP water in
large quantities at one or two specific locations and a reduced number of wells. The
fifty -year concept plan was used to size the projected facilities while the ten -year
demand and importation of CAP dictated the need for construction of certain improve-
ments by 1990.

The fifth step was to model the peak day demand conditions for each year from
1981 through 1989 incorporating anticipated delivery date, location, and quantity of
CAP water. Deficiencies identified in the model runs determined the phasing for capi-
tal improvements. A summary of the five -step modeling process is as follows:

STEP TASK

1 Calibrate Transmission Model for 1979
2 Run 1980 Peak Day Demand Model
3 Run 2030 Alternative Supply Models
4 Run 1990 Peak Day Demand Model
5 Run 1981 through 1989 Models

FACILITY SIZING CRITERIA

Initial results of individual modeling runs always indicate deficiencies in
specific pressure or headloss criteria. The optimal solution is one which meets all
operating criteria at the least capital and operating cost. Tucson Water has an
adopted water pressure policy whereby the utility provides a static pressure of be-
tween 35 to 85 pounds per square inch at the customer's meter. The higher pressure is
obtained at the low elevation of the zone while the lower pressure occurs at the high
elevation of the zone. Dynamic pressures vary slightly from the static depending upon
demand conditions. Headloss criteria are critical to pipeline sizing and affect power
costs associated with pumping. Different criteria are utilized depending upon pipe-
line function.

Tucson Water has three functional pipeline definitions for modeling purposes:
distribution pipelines, in -zone transmission pipelines and out -of -zone transmission
pipelines. For distribution mains, the first criterion for sizing is that headloss
must be less than ten feet per 1000 feet of pipe under peak hour demand conditions.
The second criterion is that extremity nodal pressures must he greater than 30 pounds
per square inch under the same peak hour demand conditions. For in -zone transmission
pipelines the first criterion for sizing is that headless must he less than two feet
per 101111 feet of pipe under peak day demand conditions. The second criterion is the
minimum pressure criterion stated for distribution mains. A third criterion is that
parallel reservoirs within the same pressure zone should not vary in hydraulic grade-
line by more than ten feet. For out -of -zone transmission pipelines, the first criter-
ion for sizing is that headloss must he less than six feet per 10011 feet of pipe under
peak month demand conditions. The second criterion is an evaluation of capital versus
operating cost to determine if a larger pipeline with lower headloss is more economi-
cal over the projected lifetime.

The sizing criteria for booster pumping facilities is dependent upon the type of
service area to which the booster pumps. There arc three general tines of service
areas:

I. Service areas with no gravity storage.
_. Service areas with storage volume capable of meeting demand

conditions greater than the peak day, and
5. Service areas with sufficient gravity storage volume to meet

demand conditions greater than the average day of the peak month.

The sizing criterion for hoosters pumping to areas with no gravity storage is the
capability to meet peak hour demand conditions. The sizing criterion for the second
booster type is capahiliti' to meet peak day demand conditions. The sizing criterion
for the third booster type is capability to meet peak month demand conditions. If

only one booster facility pumps into a given service area, the aforementioned criteria
determines its size. If more than one booster pumps into the service area the hydrau-
lic model will he used to determine optimum sizing for each facility.

The sizing criteria for gravity storage reservoirs is dependent upon the demand
within the specific r'eser'voir service area and the availability of sites having re-
quired area and clevtrtion. :1 peak hour storage facility is sized hosed upon the
larger result of the following two equations: -
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1. Volume = (Peak hour rate (mgd) - Peak day rate (mgd)) x
4 hours x (1 day /24 hours) x 2

2. Volume = Maximum Fire Flow Rate (mgd) x Duration (hours) x
(1 day /24 hours) x 3

A peak day storage facility is sized on the basis of the following formula:

Volume = (Peak day rate (mgd) - Peak month rate (mgd)) x
4.5 x (1 day)

If this storage facility also provides forebay storage for boosting to areas with
peak hour storage, the following must be added to the above -calculated volume to de-
termine minimum volume:

Volume = (Peak Day Rate (mgd) - Peak month rate (mgd)) x 3
x (1 day)

If more than one storage unit is used in parallel with another for the same ser-
vice area, the hydraulic model results are used to apportion the total volume amount
to each. The above criteria were applied to modeling results under different demand
conditions to determine the specific capital improvements required.

WATER MASTER PLAN CONCEPT

The primary alternatives evaluated for the 2030 demand condition were the loca-

tion and amount of Central Arizona Project water. The total projected CAP demand is
140 mgd for the fifty -year horizon assuming physical and legal availability of some
groundwater for meeting peak demands and blending to lower average TDS. Three combi-
nations of location and quantity of CAP water were analyzed and sizing of facilities
was accomplished. Unit capital and operational costs were applied to model results
to determine which long -range concept was the most cost effective. The selected al-
ternative consists of two CAP treatment plants having capacities of 70 million gallons
per day each. One plant is conceptually located in the northwest portion of the
Tucson metropolitan area and the other in the southwest portion. The resulting addi-
tional transmission pipelines required to meet the supply- demand balance are super-
imposed upon the existing transmission system in Figure 1. In addition to the two
treatment plants, twenty -one new storage reservoirs were required with combined

capacity of 230 million gallons. Fifteen major booster plants having a combined capa.
city of 200 mgd are to he constructed in addition to 138 miles of major transmission

pipelines. In today's costs fifty -year needs are summarized below:

FACILITY COST

Treatment Plants
Transmission Mains
Booster Stations
Reservoirs

S 50,4110,000
$ 60.600,000
$ 3,600,000
$ 37,400,000

fOTAI. $152,000,000

Inflated costs of these facilities will he many times higher than today's making
early construction highly desirable if funds can he provided.

TEN-YEAR CAPITAL I MPROVEUEN'f NEEDS

The primary goal of the ten-year capital improvement program for the Tucson Water

Utility is to facilitate the use of Central Arizona Project water when and where it

becomes available. Although specific allocations have not yet been made to Tucson,
and CAP aqueduct alignments and, therefore, treatment plant locations have not been

finalized. 'Tucson Water must proceed with orderly implementation of its long -range
concept plan. Although the ten-year program is compatible with the long -term plan,
it is also flexible to the extent that it still provides ability to respond appro-
priately as critical questions regarding future supply are answered.

Major capital improvement needs for the next ten years have been determined
using the skeletal hydraulic model. Certain specific categories of expense such as
distribution system extensions, improvements, and replacements are directly related
to the rate and spatial distribution of growth. The skeletal system modeled, and the
nodal demand allocation methodology applied is not sensitive enough to predict
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localized distribution system improvements. The bulk of the $125,8312000 program cost
in today's dollars and $202,854,000 cost assuming ten percent annual inflation has
been identified utilizing the skeletal model and associated data bases.

CONCLUSIONS

Tucson Water has developed a very useful tool through the purchase and utiliza-
tion of the Epp - Fowler analysis program. Even though work towards selective sub-
system analysis is not complete, major decisions involving millions of dollars in
expenditures are being made through engineering evaluation of model results. In the
future, data bases will be completed and software will be written to extend present
capability. It is only through the use of state -of -the art techniques and long -range
water planning that municipal water utility staff can achieve credibility with City
administration and government decision -makers in its requests for capital improve-
ment monies. With increasing construction and energy costs it is economically wise
to evaluate a large range of alternatives. Fast, efficient computer tools can pro-
vide the mechanism for such evaluation.
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